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Essential Leadership in the
School Change Process
What does it take

WI IAT WAS THE BEST WAY TO

By paying close attention to class-

to lead people

ierve the needs of the Spanish'ix·aking students at Tombaugh

application process, the New Mexico

through school
change? Who
can do it, and

room practices in its membership

Elementary School in Las Cruces,

Center exercised the advantages of

New Mexico? State and federal

the new, decentralized Coalition, in

policies on bilingual education had

which regional Centers serve key

them clustered in special classes to

leadership roles. By assembling a
thoughtful school portfolio that

how? What

an extent thal, despite the school's
best efforts, came perilously close to

responsibilitiesfall

tracking And though Tombaugh's
teachers and its principal were

about its own work, Tombaugh's
principal and teachers began to test

troubled by such grouping, existing

their practices against their guiding

regulations and the shortage of
qualified bilingual staff made it

vision. By involving the whole faculty in finding a solution, the school

seem an iiitractable dilemma.

gained critical support for the

to school lenders

in pressing the
conversation about

hard issues,

creating a sense Of
urgency, yet not

discouraging those
for whom change
means loss, risk,

and uncertainty?

But when a committee from

changes that would follow. And by

New Mexico's Elementary Network

offering its plan as an example to

Center fc,r lissential Sch<,ols pinpointed the problem as a "reflective

thcj district, Tombaugh showed

. question" for Tombaugh to consider

how teacher-generated analysis and
action can affect the larger system.

i inits application fur Coalition

membership, principal Chris
Milyard agreed. "We had already

focused our school portfolio around
I meeting the needs of our diverse

population," she says. "Teachers
! wanted tocome up with another
solution."

Prompted by the committee's

question, the Tombaugh faculty
i tried out a new plan. These days,
multi-age language classes allow
more regular teachers to work
dinrtly with Spanish-spraking

' sti,dents. And bilingual teacher
IEmma Castatheda has written a

proposal to share Tombaugh's new
practices with schix)!s district-wide.
The case stands as a striking
HY KATI Iii:1:N ('1151 IMAN

included "essential questions"

syinkil of collective leadership at
every level of Essential schooling.

Who Leads, and Why?
As schools experience new
pressures from every quarter, the
challenges of leading them toward
meaningful improvement have

never loomed larger. Once, a school

leader was invariably its principal,
expected to maintain a status quo

that looked backward, conserving
and perpetuating a stable knowledge base for use by society's elite.
Now, we ask schools to educate a

much bi-odder populdtion for a

swiftly changing global society with
a ballooning information base.
At thesametime, the current
natpinal rhetoric of reform has

raisid the stakes dramatically for
schools. Comparisons of standardized test scores drive rewards and

gnctions that often penalize schix)15
with the least advantaged students.
Without the right bottom line, little

its faculty had chosen to teach there.
"At an early council meeting I

rec<,gnition %(15 even tc j th(ive that

just assumed ! was supposed ti) set
the agenda and run the meeting,"

among students, teachers, and the
communit>

"This v.·as a pretty ne,i· dis,cus-

have substantially raised the

Feldman recalls. "Very politely the

achievement levels of students who

group set me straight. These people

sion for us," says principal Louis i
Delgado. "We started to think more
about paying attention to what the

entered desperately far behind.
Morale wffers so seriously in such a
climate that dedicated school pet>pie

knew how to use their own

kids want and where thev're at.

strengths; they v.'ere not waiting for

When teachers try this, they do

the new principal."

experience a fear of losing control."

often give up the effort and go back
to practices designed fora past era.

At thesame time, Feldman

As a leader, Delgado notes, he is

r{,te·, the fact that the school council

learning to begin where teachers are,

had selected him made his job as

not just kids. "Empowering teachers

of reconstructing their entire institu

instructional leader easier. "We harc

is a struggle," he says "It takes a

tional culture, the principal !,till acth

j lot (,f people through whose efforts

long time, 50 the temptation is to

E,4 the fulcrum of schoo] leadership.

the school is what it is," he says. "1

make decisions yourself. But if you
don't, you gain more than you lose."

As Fs.ential schools face the task

[tut given the.e daunting new cir-

jus.t have to find my place ah part of

nimstance., schc Kils now need everv

that work. Sometimes I think twice

leader they c,in get.

hefore I give an opinion or sugge.t

various interests, the experienced

we di) wimething. 1% that my role, 1

leader often turns to good marketing

"Constructing" Change

ahk, or is it the role of the group?"

and communication techniques to

1,1 4ituationsof school change, "leadprship" musl come to me,in not the

actionh cine perhon takes for or with
otlier proplt·, says I.inda I.ambert of
theCenter for Education;11 11'ader-

ship iii Cal i fornia State Univerity in
I layw,ird. Intead, it Should refer to
refipntin

pn KY,shes that inable

participants in an educational community to construct mranings that
Icad toward a common purp(,hecif
schinling." 1 ler "constructivist"

thtriry asks schoolleaders to look to
",1 het ofiltitapped opportunities ...

Such mutual and dynamic lead-

points out Phillip Schlechty, who
heads the Center for Leadership in

V(lices heard requires strong leader-

School Reform in Louisville,

ship," says Nancy Mohr, for ten
years the principal of University
Heights J ligh School in the Bronx,

Kentucky.

New York. "Every group needs

rately gauge its needs, and hold it to
tures." Those structures, she suggests, might include these norms:
• The groupbrings wisdom andj
tliat is inir work. The more diverse

thesclic,01 community, the minds of
olliers iii that ccimmunity, and the
richness of ideas and questions yet

the group, the more wisdom and

unexplorirl or unasked among us."

more by reflecting on our own learning than by concentrating on getting

knowledge are available.

• As group members, we learn

fulneSS of this approach when, after
right years leading l'hiladelphia's

others to change their ideas.

Mc(flure Elementary Schcx,1 toward
putting the Coalition's Nine Common Principles into action, he was
selected by clieli,calsclic,01 cciuticil of

and respect each other, we must na

I w my int),19 hrlping li,wher!,
,,il<,]it a new vific,11 (11 currie-illum,
ilistruction, and Khared governance,"
he (ilarrves. Iii icintrist, Crlitr.11 1(ast

h.iii bil,tm rmly five ve,irs before
Ivith 8, sti·c)11); c,mmon vision.,mil
ti tilike i 13 ini )St Ci|V h i-11(X)|S, 1 114»41 01
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that connect to the di fferent audi-

agreed-upcm procedures and struc-

the individual minds of ellucatcirs in

Irs nrw primity.i t'. ''1'11 my Ii'rhi sclic)(,1',

"Effective change leaders are

adept at framing problems in ways

sometine to collect its voice, accu-

knowledge to the table; building on

nearby Central Fast Middle School as

help schools work them through,

abdicates, however. "(,etting all

ership does mit mean the leader

within the culture of the school;...

Julio lildman found out the use-

When change issues threaten

• Until we have reason to trust

ns if we trust and respect each other.

8
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Immity participation in key leadership roles. Students at Vanguard

1 ligh School in New York City, for
instance, suggested that the schix>1
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ences being addressed without corn-

promihing the integrity of the change
itself," he says. "jnexperjenced
tiacher. view changes differently
than do older, mcire experienced

Reframing Organizational Change
Leaders tend to act in different "frames" that reflect their personal styles and

teacherv. 1 figh school principals gen-

that focus on di fferent aspfts of any particular problem, suggest Lee Bolman
and Terrence Deal, who have written widely about organizational change. Some

erally have a world view different

are especially sensitive to the needs of people in the organization and gravitate

from elementary principak What

toward human resources. Some see structure as the key to most problems and

parents expect of schixils islikely to
differ from what bufine•.sleader,

use analysis and design as a primary tool to solving them. Some are primarily
political, advocating certain actions, negotiating, and building coalitions. And

want, and parents will berrina,med

Hime are prophets or poets, using symbolism to inspire people and frame

about asperts of a change pr<xess
that will be (,f mictincern at all to
5(· n j<,) r C iti/rns."

5*imrtimt-. reframing,1 Prf 4,011
will al,n n·nd,·r it more manageable,
Schircity mitii. For example,.)

wt irry.ihout cla·.6 4ize might actually
rt·fli·ci c <inirrn [h,)1 tearlic,r4 dc, not

havi time to give 4 ud(·n 1 0 enough

experiences,

When change puts stress (,n organizations, leaderb might act in different ways
depending on which of these frames they typically use. Ideally, the leader can
combine different frames into a more comprehensive and powerful style-or can
reach out to work in teams with people in the organization who possess
c,implementary strengths.

Human Resource: Change causes people to feel incompetent, neixly, and powerle.9. Developing new skills. creating opportunities for involvement, and providing psychological support are essential.

wen: eniwiliragtd to consider new

Structural: Change alters the clarity and stability of roles and relationships, creating ccmfusion and chaos. This requires attention to realigning and renegotiating

w,Iy•, to ii M· lim , organize space,

fc,rmal patterns and policies.

individual .ittenti, m. "If teachers

employ technology, and organize

Political: Change generates conflicts and creates new winners and losers.

,ind depli,ychildren and adults,"

Avoiding or smoothing over those issues, drives conflict underground. Managing
change effectively requires the creation of arenas where issues can be negotiated.

Schirchty ays, "thry might invent
solutions to the linicand attention

priblim th.it would be much rn(irc
5,itihfying than reclucing classsive."

Symbolic: Change creates loss of meaning and purpose. People form attachments to symbols and symbolic activity. When the attachments are severed, they

experience di fficulty in letting go. Existential wounds require symbolic healing.

Training a new li,n>. cm an old
problem,)|stican yirld surprising

Enim ke G. Bolman and Terri·,ice Dmi Reframing Organizations: Artistry, Choice,

results. When ninth- and tenth-grade

and Leadership. San Francisco.· li,ssey-Bass, 1991.

tc,achers ,it San Diclfs I loover I ligh
Schix,1 ilecided to plan and teach
kigi·[heran)und shared exhibitions,

a fascinating claish emerged abc,ut
heter<]gencous gnmping that went,

principal Doris Alvarez recalls, to the

very purpose, of schix,ling. "If tlie
math hful|ents were 'ability gnniped'
as many math teachers preferred,
she says, "we ended up with de factii
tracking in the humanities as well."

Oil their own steam, teaching
teams called in two math and scielice

ccinsullant,4 from the nearby
University of California campus tc)
advise them. "Our math teachers

ended up deciding to pull students

oil[ fur extra help rather th,In putting
thi·m in d knver-.,chirving class,"

Alv.,rezsys. "At |rahl for that year,
thi·y i·,inii to.I g(Kk| sulution joi·
rvi,1.1 ine."
1·inding common gnizind,itming
differ i)% partiesc,m al,o scirve as .1

bridge tow.ird ch,inge. 1 [c,(wri st.aft
HORACE

discovered, for instance, that 30 per-

A Culture of Conversation

cent of their students were receiving
their only health services from the

Schools will never regain the energy

sclix,1 nurse. Together with community agencies, they raised funds for a
schix,1-based clinic with free medical

and social services. Despite strong
parental itivc)|venient, however, not

everybody agreed on the details.
"We had quite a time," Alvarez says,
"getting parents to agree on whether
students could obtain contraceptives

though the clinic.
"It came down to a question of
'Whi.se. schnol ii. this?"' she mys. 'In

the end they decided against the

contraceptives. But we got a great
triv clinic with tremendous support
froni thecomniunity. It'san outcome
we ran live with fi,r now. You have

kiselise when Iii nudgeand when to
stay [dick"

of teaching and learning, argues
Eniesto Cortez of the Texas Interfaith

Education Fund, unless they can get
the non-parent community to care

about children in just such ways. "It
doesn't work for the school to

change itself," he declared at the CES
1996 Fall Forum in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. "We have to recreate

our social fabric, by activating every
party's stake in our culture."
A MacArthur Fellow, Cortez has

made his name by orgatiking com-

munities to think together about the
hard questions that confront them.

"We have to replace our habit of
cummand and control," he says,
"with a culturr of conversation. That

means creating a context where

people can go through the personal
3
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How Leaders Can Help a Group Construct New Learning
Facilitative membership. 1.2aders are not only designers but
members of the group, full participants who do the activities

Rather than focusing on what an individual leader does
"to" or "fof' others with a particular intent, Linda Lambert

and team along with the group. Separate roles may be clear-

describes leadership in schools as happening in the relation-

she says, "enable participants in an educational community

er, but ambiguity is part of complex understanding. Initial
conversations about the roles of leader and group members
help empower the group and clarify expectations for the

to construct meanings that lead toward a common purpose of

responsibilities of each member.

ships among everyone in the community: administrators,

teachers, students, and parents. These "reciprocal processes,"

schooling."

Ill-structured tasks and directions. Define problems to be

But what does this "constructivist" view of leadership look
like in action? How can a leader at once guide a group to
learning, root that learning in the nirds and experiences of
the group, and build new meaning from the group's

solved instead of giving directions to be followed. Rather
than engineering small groups, for example, give the group
the parameters you want to use ("Form yourselves into

diverse groups of five folks you don't usually talk with").
They can do it as well as you, and will gain some insight ass to

collective knowledge?

As, she facilitates groups, says Nancy Mohr, formerly the

the task's purpose.

principal of University Heights High School in the Bronx, she
has learned some useful tools, which valueall participants

Text-based dialogue. Choose a text as the basis for learning

together; then, after one opening question, keep out of the

and their thinking and yet show respect f<ir the leader's role

way of the participants. Use body

in making powerful learning happen

language (such as not looking at the

tr,gethen
'lliese tools are cc,nstructivist,"

i low can a leader guide

speaker) to get the conversation to

she says, "because they get at and

n group to learning, root that

go back and forth across the group.

build on the knciwledge already
embedded in the group, creating new
thinking and ideas. By being more
directive--designating leaders, insist-

ing upon structures, and building in
habits-we are actually being more

learning in the needs
and experiences of the group,
mid build inmning from the

group's collective knowledge?

democratic-using strong, d irective

Non-text-based dialogue. A genuine dialogue (as opposed to a

traditional discussion) helps groups
learn ard build solutions together.
The group seeks to build the dialogue, not make individual points.
Stories. The stories members share

facilitation to engage all the members

of a gri,up in learning." The tools:

can help tease out issues, make meaning, connect with each
other's thinking, and build community on deep levels. And

Transparent facilitation. Share the thinking that went into

we can all do it; we all have stories to tell.

the agenda and into the decisions you have made or changed.

Right-brain activities. Though they make many facilitators
and participants initially uncomfortable, games and art activities reach the child in us all and can have a profound impact
on the quality of the group work. Generally, the more dignified the participants, the greater their response to this.

This depends on serious listening to the group (including its
body language and silences),soliciting regular feedback from

i[, and designing the work based on what you hear.
Ground rules. At the beginning, elicit from the group its
ground rules, and list them for all to agree on. U the rules

Written or spoken re flections after a session. What are others thinking about the group and its meetings? Various structured feedback mechanisms help share work meaningfully,
set standards together, and develop good habits like conciseness, careful listening, sharing air time.

come from the group, they belong to the group and serve less
as restrictions than as permission to speak up and feel safe.
Designing, not planning. Unlike a plan, which can be a mere

laundry list, a design is intentionally flexible-inclusive and
extensive, yet responsive and adaptable. ]t considers all of the

Community building. Building relationships over time, with

alternatives in order to make the best use of time, and builds

a group and within a group, has more power than many onenight stands. Without a relationship, nothing will happen.
This can easily take up one third of the time spent in the

in ways to respond to what participants want and ieed to
learn, how they might best do that, and what knowledge ind
baggage they bring.

group, even if it continues together over years. "Team build-

ing" should not take place separately from "the real work"-

Expljcit leadership. Groups want somecme to have authority,

the group can build a shared c c,ntext, share stories, get to
know each other, learii Ifow to work togetlier, learn together,

sometimes even to make them do what they don't feel like
doing. We all need to be pushed. but mit shoved-the
balaticing actevery teachers ki)(iwsaticl grapples with.

HORACE

and be real together at the same time.
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develcipment it takes to make them-

ed. And then the personal piece is

behween supporting people through

solves vulnerable to each other."

always there- Life's exigencies jump

necessary changes and pushing

in, and you withdraw or get surly."

them to talk abc,ut the intractable

Cortez recommends that school

leaders htart with church groups and

The resistance to change that

labor organizations, and with small

Mhoolleaders often experience

issues, not large. "Find out what

make% perfect sense, notes Rob

pe(,ple are interested in," he bays,

Evans. "Teachers are trying to deliv-

problems that dog schools-the
inequjties of race and class, for
example, and their effects on student
opportunities and achievement.

"We're always putting out

"and connect with those interesti."

er change at the same time that they

The chasm between the "aintent(xi

are its targets," he says. "We have to

fires," says Paul Schwarz, who is co-

class"

remember what the change means to

director of Central Park East Secon-

airierts, narrows a,nederably once·

them-loss, instability, fear, risk."

dan' School in New York City. "Yet

people begin to talk together about

Because most of today'% teaching

their pen.inal stake in a viable com-

force j. already digging into a mid-

our responsibility is to continue to
try to convince people to have these

munity. "7 hen over the king term

life stage, sch(*)1 change requiresi

impc,rtant conversations. I know that

you can develop an infrastructure

they will sometimes say, 'I can't do

that will get you when· you want tii

even more f,upport than most leaders realize, he says "Of many things

;4 ,," says (_'cjrtcz, "T<,gether y(>u

that improve with age, energy and

heart of what we do; we can't cancel

h hare the C h[4 of action and spread

an appetite fc)r innovation are not

the meeting Maybe that's part of the

the risks.'

among them. Now is not the time to

role of leadership-looking at the

load on new practices without taking

wider picture rather than at these
five kids who are making life impos-

and the d isen franchiged, he

How Hard It Is

1-he best sc·1(,(11 le,iders, says the

awav any of the (,Id expectations."
But the balance jshard to strike

that now.' But we have to sav it's the

sible for everybody today.

Coalition'scexcrutive director, Bob

McCarthy, develcip a relationship
with parents and their community

where pu,ple expect them to tell the
truth nbout difficult ieues, not paper
them over. At the same time, they

publicly recognize even hmall
advances toward achieving the

sch,01's vision, and again and again
they connect pe,ple's daily ak[ kim
to the larger goals.
If they R,t expectalk,ni fc,r the

pace and scale nf change at unrealistic levels, observes Robert I{vans, a

psychoic,gist who has worked with
many E.ssential school staffs, burnout
will creep in like gangrene. In fact, at
every level of theory and practice,
people involved in school change
testify to just low crazy and cranky
it makes them.

"People wear out," say£ Marilyn
I lohmann, the hirmer principal of

Fairdale High School in Louisville,
Kentucky. "They get licked off and
tired out with being beat up by stale
manclates ;ind high-stakes testing.

Th,24 just fliels the flanwhof theold
rv,ilu,iti,in syndrtinic th,Il still haligh
tiver us--it m,ikes it mi hard to gy, 1
don't knc,w how ki do this; ple,ise
hrip mr with,illl 1.ibeling me.1
1,1ilitri:' No 111,iller how much good

The Human Face of Change
In dealing with the natural human reactions inherent in school change, says

Robert Evans, a Massachusetts psychologist who has helped train many of the
Coalition's National Faculty, leaders would benefit from orienting their efforts
not around techniques but around a few key predispositions or biases:
1. Clarity and focus. Concentrate on one or two big and achievable changes at a

time, then pay attention to them at alllevels. If there are six big tasks, prioritize
and seqi,ence them to give them a chance of succeeding. "Watch where you
spend your time when you have an extra twenty minutes here or there," Evans

says. "That is sending a powerful message to your staff."

2. Recognition. The best low-cost improvement is to recognize the effort adults
make, as well as their successes. "If you consistently deny people confirmation

that their efforts are adequate, you demotivate them," says Evans "We reward
kids for hard work and effort; why can't a faculty do that for each other?"

3. Participation without paralysis. The challenge of adopting radical changes in
classroom practice grows even harder when jt goes along with adopting a whole
new process of sharing decisions. "Most schools lose themselves in endless procedures to the point where they don't get around to results that have to do with
kids," remarks Evans. "You won't have a consensual system, remember, until
you share a belief system. Getting there is very time-consuming and intenseand you can't use consensus to do it!" As long as they make sure that ideas are
continually flowing in both directions, Evans says, leaders should not be kept
from acting on the change agenda for which they are being held accountable.
4. Con fronting entrenched resisters. Once a school change priority is clear, the
overt or covert resistance of those opposed to it can lower morale among sup-

porters in very harmful ways. "First in private and then in a faculty meeting,the
leader must challenge this, mounting a stout defense of the school's values," says
Evans. "Ask other supportive voices to do their part, too. You are not a slieriff
dealing wilh outlaws by yourself."

v<)11've dime with kids. you ge[ bl,ist-

HORACE
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Wjth such charged issues, how-

Raising Power Issues in Schools:
Leadership and the Challenges of Equity

ever. -You don't know where it will

go," worries Deborah Harris, who
heads University Heights High
School in the Bronx. "Will the bene-

Inequities of race and ethnicity, class, sexual orientation, or position in the

social structure of schools have much to do with whether every child is learning
well, most Essential School educators acknowledge. Do school leaders have a

responsibility to raise such power issues as part of school change? And should
they take precedence over other pressing issues that face a school?
Nancy Mohr, the former principal of University Heights High School in the
Bronx, posied those questions to an ongoing study group that includes iEssential

school leaders from schools around the country, and from very different cultural

staff at that point, you can cut off the
possibility of positive change. They
may settle back into what is normal
and even become more negative."

milieus, The answers are complex, they agreed; but together they came up with

The Structures of Safety

these suggestions for advancing the conversation about what are typically loaded

In these sifuations it can help to

issues in school communjties:

1 See diversity as an opportunity and as something to be accessed, not

build new structures, protocols, or
habits through which people can

managed; don't form a "multicultural committee," but rather be an actively

grow accustomed to confronting

multicultural cc,mmunity,

hard issues in a safe environment.

N Try to see every aspect of the life of the school in terms of equity, instead of

Many Essential school leaders have

bringing the issue out on special days cir in special months. Conversation

found such means in a "Critical

about power inequities does not belong above and beyond the life of the

Friends Group" (or CFG), which
consists of up to a dozen peers who
meet regularly to improve their pro-

school.

I Frame the conversation through academic entry points, including curriculum, assessment, and instructional strategies.
Relate power to community issues like behavior, governance, hiring,
selection of students.

1 Advocate for keeping everyone's eyes on the "big picture," despite multiple
distractions.

• Come together before there is a problem, not afterwards. Anticipate
fragility, and work to build relationships.

fessional practice through "honest
talk with an arm around," as one

participant recently put it.

The groups typically include a
coach who has received training
through the Annenberg Institute's
National School Reform Faculty. By

focusing on collaboration skills and

• Think of these conversations as ongoing, not one-shot deals.
I Use outside facilitation to learn how to address these topics, or to create the
feeling of safety needed for uncomfortable conversations.

I Acknowledge that these are uncomfortable conversations and make clear
that the discomfort is 811 right, even necessary.

I Start by socializing together before you have the heavy conversations.
I Use text-based dialogues in order to depersonalize issues when starting to
talk to each other.

• Use ground rules for these conversations in order to create a community

which is safe enough for its members to be uncomfortable. For example:
* Agree to begin speaking in the first person about your own
experience, Don't assume you can get inside somebody else's
experience.

the centrality of student work, CFG
protocols aim to foster the trust that
can lead to honest conversation

about difficult or threatening topics.
At California's Pasadena High
School for the past year, eight teach-

ers have been regularly observing
each other's classes and talking over
their observations in a Critical

Friends Group. Their growing trust
iii each other, they say, has helped
them all improve their teaching prac-

tices. "At first I would pick my best
class, where I felt most secure, to be

observed," says algebra teacher

0 Listen.

11

fits outweigh the disadvantages? If
you turn off more than half your

Kevin Crawford. "Now I take more

* Agree to disagree.

risks and look forward to a realistic

* Don't let the conversation get cut off. Commit to following through

response.7

no matter how long, and how many sessions, it takes.

Contriblitors to this ronvermitihin incllided Debomh Harris of University Heights High

School in the Bronx; P,lul Schwarz of Centmt Payk Fast Secondary Scliool iii

Manimtimi; la¢kie Simmons, formerly of Robeson High School in Chicago; Mnnt Burke
of Whi*'chi School in Sf. inuis, Missouri; Edwimt Branch of the School,tr Arts ami
Seimices in the Bronx; Lennie Hay,on leave from the Brown Schwl iii Louisville,
Ke,itucky; mid biuis Delgado of Vmigitard High School iii Manhattan.
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Two of the group, for instance,
visited Crawford's class and made a
chart for him of how various

students were interacting during
class. Pasadena's overcrowded class-

rooms often hold well over 40

students, leaving teachers little time

March 1997

for such individual c,bservaticin; and

SLP coach Francesca Pfrommer.

groups like this can help shake loose

Crawford says the chart helped him

1-his is very demanding work, so

entrenched habits of mistrust and

decide where to put his energies.

they chose to focus our work this
year on listening and on planning

defensiveness. In Ithaca, Xew York,

"We saw kids talking to each other

in the back of the room, for exam-

skills."

ple," says Christelle Estrada, the

administrators from twelve schools

(including two Essential Schools)

fEach school coach attends

attended six days of summer work-

CFG's coach, "but it turned out they

domain meetings once a week,

shops designed to develop shared

were tajking about math."

where they may facilitate conversa-

1.eadership Ioject (SI.I') work from

group process issues, or introduce

goals, improve communication
across the district, and increase support for a focus on sfudent perfor-

the Regional Teachers Center at the

protocols for d jscussing each other's
work "After about three years of

administrators, ranging from

Two coaches, with the School

Francis W. Parker Charter Esi,ential

Sch(%,1 in Devens, Ma*sachusetts, to

improve collaborative skills within
teaching teams at Parker and other

%ch(Kils. "Parker teachers routinely
wi,rk in class,rcxim pair. and devekip
curriculum together across interdisciplinary academic domains," hays

tions, observe and give feedback on

coaching," says Pfrommer, "a school
staff learns to identify its own collaborative skill needs, help each other
devekm them, and apply them in
everyday teaching and learning
without a coach's help.'
On the district level as well,

mance. The district has fourteen new

Superintendent Judith Pastel down
to the associate principal level.
"We're hoping to build new
habits of collaboration and focus that
will then affect staff at the school

level," says Dave Lehman, who
heads the Alternative Community

What Should School Change Leaders Know and Be Able to Do?
What should happen when my vision clashes with their

What do we look for in a change leader, and how do we
know it when we sce it? The question comes from Phillip

beliefs about education?

Schlechty, who heads the Center for Leadership in School
Reform in Louisville, Kentucky and has written much about

r. What role should the schools play in moral and civic

education? Should they reflect the social order or try to

the particular problems school leaders face in a time of

shape it?

change. (See resource list, page 8.) He lays out the following

*. What rules, roles, and relationships should govern

suggestions, which are here condensed from his writings:

behavior within schools, between schools and the district

office, and between schools and the community?

I Leaders frame problems and create a sense of urgency.
This includes:

4,· What obligation does the school and system have to its

employees in providing resources for their continuing pro-

*„ Analyzing organizational problems, first asking questions that uncover hidden agendas and difficulties, then
reframing the problems in ways that encourage action

fessional development?

Once they know what they believe about such matters,
Schlechty observes, leaders should be able to imagine how
schools could look if they consistently reflected thosebeliefs.

toward change.

*, "Marketing" change to the people who need to support
it, by framing the problem and solution in ways tailored to

Whether that vision comes from themselves or from others,

relate to their core concerns.

leaders must develop the ability to articulate the vision in an
inspiring way, using symbols and metaphors that speak to

I Leaders know and articulate what they believe about

the heart as well as the head.

schools, and convey their vision of what schools could and
should look like. This includes first being able to answer

Leaders define progress and measure results in publicly
verifiable ways. This includes:

questions like these:
4 What is the primary purpose of schools;? Who should
they serve and satisfy?

5 Having a clear picture of the school's current situation.

%*, Do iht#eve 91«21*121*en ean'feam, and 'reant more, 5n

t Assadg tkcapdty of lize abi d. te GERGE< #Ad TJa·
tain change, and having a plan to improve that capacity.

school? If so, what must 1 do when that is not happening?

: Saying clearly what results one wants in the long run,
and laying out various ways in which they will be

% What fitctors cause some children to learn more iii

school than others? Are these things; under schools'
control, or beyond their control?

measured.

43 Knowing what short-term results contribute to the long-

4 What role should the family and other community

term results, and acknowledging them often in public.

members play i13 relation to sbidents and their schoolitig?
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Readings on Leadership
Lee G. Bolman and Terrence E. Deal,

Refniming Organizations: Artistry.
Choice, and Lzatership. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass, 1991.

Robert Evans, 77,e Himmn Side of

School there. "It's based on Fred

and symbolic leadership-dearly

Newmann's idea of'cirdes of support' for school-level change."

has a lot to do with whether a school

To that end, the administrators

participated in two three-hour textbased discussions using Fred Newmann and Gary Wehlage's book on

pairs of colleagues walk and talk for
half an hour about a focused questicm (such as "What are you doing in

the panoply of Essential school
success stones,.

your building to fostera multicultur-

But all seem to have developed
in themselves the capacity to admit
that they don't know it all, and a

successful school restructuring. They

Bass, 1996.

routinely do "walkabouts,- in which

John P. Kotter, Imding Change.
Boston: Harvard Business School, 1996.
Linda Lambert et al., Who Will Save
Our Schools? Teacheys as Constructivist
Leaders. Thousand Oaks, CA: Corwin
Press, 1996.

Edgar Schein, Process Consultation,

Vols. 1 and 2, Reading, MA: AddisonWesley, 1988.

Phillip C Schlechty, Jnvenling Better
Schools: An Action Plan for Ed,icational
Reform. San Francisco: Ji,ssey-Bass,
1997.

Peter Senge,The Fifth Discipline:'rite
Art and Practice of the l.eanting
Orgmlization. NY: Doubleday, 1990.

Michael Sergiovanni, Moral Leadership. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1992.
Margaret Wheatley, Leadership,Ind the
New Science. San Francisco: BerrettKoehler, 1992.

Whether or not these things

come naturally, leaders can learn
them. Precisely because leadership
is not a personality style but a set of
learned skills, we see both quiet
leaders and flamboyant ones among

School Change. San Francisco: Josser
Michael Fullan, Change Forces:
Probing tiv Depths of Educutional
Reprm. London: Falmer Press, 1993.

moves forward, and stays there
when its chief moves on.

al approach in the classroom?").

And each takes part jn a bimonthly
Critical Friends Group of peers in
similar positions, providing mutual
support on change issues.

"it's astonishing how seldom

real passion for continuing to learn
as they lead their schools toward

learning. They all have strong
enough egos to give credit to others

administrators have had this kind of

for their schools' successe9-and to

serious conversation with professional colleagues about our work,"

absorb themselves whatever blame

says Lehman. "But it takes this kind

arises when the risks they ask of others do not work out as planned. And

of substantial time to look at impor-

all have a clear idea where they are

tant ideas like Newmann's, and to

heading, as well as the courage,
constancy, and persistence to keep
reminding others of that goal.

tease mt me ways they apply to our
schoc,ls."

If you're not going somewhere
The success of school change

may depend on many such efforts
by individuals at every level to take
responsibility and mutual leadership. Still, how the principal at the

you haven't been, Phillip Schlechty
likes to say, why would you need a
leader? Whether that means one

leader or many voices gathering
strength in purposive conversation,

fulcrum acts-iii situations that

school change depends on leader-

require structural, political, human,

ship for its life. [0
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